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Abstract
Various unsupervised and semi-supervised
methods have been proposed to tag and parse
an unseen language. We explore delexical-
ized parsing, proposed by (Zeman and Resnik,
2008), and delexicalized tagging, proposed
by (Yu et al., 2016). For both approaches
we provide a detailed evaluation on Univer-
sal Dependencies data (Nivre et al., 2016),
a de-facto standard for multi-lingual morpho-
syntactic processing (while the previous work
used other datasets). Our results conﬁrm that
in separation, each of the two delexicalized
techniques has some limited potential when
no annotation of the target language is avail-
able. However, if used in combination, their
errors multiply beyond acceptable limits. We
demonstrate that even the tiniest bit of expert
annotation in the target language may con-
tain signiﬁcant potential and should be used
if available.
1 Introduction
Dependency parsing is an important step in language
analysis, useful for downstream applications such as
machine translation or question answering. Unfortu-
nately, it is not an easy task. Successful parsers rely
on dependency treebanks annotated by language ex-
perts. While at least small treebanks are becoming
available for an increasing number of languages, the
world’s languages will not be covered any soon. The
number of languages for which at least a small tree-
bank is available lies probably somewhere between
50 and 100 (we are aware of treebanks for 56 lan-
guages). At the same time, the number of world’s
languages is usually estimated between 4,000 and
7,000; and 398 languages are reported to have more
than 1 million speakers (Lewis et al., 2016). In or-
der to parse the treebankless languages, several tech-
niques have been developed.
(Hwa et al., 2004) projected dependency trees
across bilingual word alignments in a parallel cor-
pus. They used a few target-language rules to im-
prove the target trees.
(Zeman and Resnik, 2008) proposed delexical-
ized parsing, a method that trains a parsing model
on part-of-speech tags only, ignoring lexical infor-
mation. The trained model is then used to parse
data in a related language for which POS tags are
available. It is assumed that POS-tagged data are
cheaper and easier to obtain for new languages than
treebanks are. Such claim is probably justiﬁed, yet it
does not provide any immediate solution in the case
that no annotated resources are available for the tar-
get language.
(McDonald et al., 2011) evaluated their multi-
source delexicalized transfer using POS tags pre-
dicted by the projected part-of-speech tagger of (Das
and Petrov, 2011). This tagger relies only on labeled
training data for English, and uses a parallel corpus
(Europarl) to project the tags across word alignment.
Both (Zeman and Resnik, 2008) and (McDonald et
al., 2011) notice that varying treebank annotation
styles are a major obstacle to meaningful evaluation
of any cross-linguistic transfer.
Projection across bitexts is the central approach
in many published experiments with POS tagging of
low-resource languages.
(Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001) project POS tags
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from English to French and Chinese via both auto-
matic and gold alignment, and report substantial im-
provement of accuracy after using de-noising post-
processing. (Fossum and Abney, 2005) extend this
approach by projecting multiple source languages
onto a target language.
(Das and Petrov, 2011) use graph-based label
propagation for cross-lingual knowledge transfer,
and estimate emission distributions in the target lan-
guage using a loglinear model. (Duong et al., 2013)
choose only automatically recognized “good” sen-
tences from the parallel data, and further apply self-
training.
(Agic´ et al., 2015) learn taggers for 100 lan-
guages using aligned Bible verses from The Bible
Corpus (Christodouloupoulos et al., 2010).
Besides approaches based on parallel data, there
are also experiments showing that reasonable POS
tagging accuracy (close to 90 %) can be reached us-
ing quick and efﬁcient prototyping techniques, such
as (Cucerzan and Yarowsky, 2002). However, such
approaches rely on at least partial understanding of
the target language grammar, and on the availability
of a dictionary, hence they do not scale well when
it comes to tens or hundreds of languages (Cucerzan
and Yarowsky experiment with two languages only).
In contrast, (Yu et al., 2016) train a tagging
model on language-independent meta-features and
transfer it directly to a target language in a fash-
ion similar to the delexicalized parsing; they call
their approach delexicalized tagging. They use nei-
ther parallel corpora nor any target-language dictio-
nary, rules or other expert knowledge. They com-
pute meta-features on large raw corpora, and they
make tagged texts of 107 languages available for
download.1
2 Delexicalized Tagging
(Yu et al., 2016) describe 17 features they extract
for each word type in each source and target lan-
guage. The features describe statistical properties of
the word type in a large raw corpus. They are not di-
rectly tied to the lexicon of any particular language.
1Note that a pre-requisity of delexicalized tagging is that
word boundaries in the target text are easily detectable. Hence
the method is not suitable for languages that do not use inter-
word spacing, such as Chinese, Japanese or Thai.
Languages for which POS-tagged data is avail-
able can be used as source languages. A classiﬁer is
trained to learn the correspondence between feature
vectors and POS tags. The classiﬁer is then directly
applied to feature vectors of the target language, and
assigns a POS tag to each target word type.
(Yu et al., 2016) experiment with various classi-
ﬁers and report that support vector machines (SVM)
with radial kernel (Boser et al., 1992) gave the best
results on their data; therefore we use SVM in our
experiments, too.
A prerequisite to delexicalized tagging is a com-
mon tagset for both the source and the target lan-
guages. (Yu et al., 2016) use the Google Universal
POS (set of 12 tags) (Petrov et al., 2012). We use an
extended version of this tagset, used in the Univer-
sal Dependencies project2 (Nivre et al., 2016). With
17 tags it is still reasonably coarse-grained, which is
advantageous for such a resource-poor method.
The 17 tags are NOUN, PROPN (proper noun),
VERB, AUX (auxiliary verb), ADJ (adjective), ADV
(adverb), PRON (pronoun), DET (determiner), NUM
(numeral), ADP (adposition i.e. pre- or postpo-
sition), CONJ (coordinating conjunction), SCONJ
(subordinating conjunction), PART (particle), INTJ
(interjection), SYM, PUNCT and X (unknown).
2.1 Features
We use the same 17 features3 as (Yu et al., 2016),
which we describe below. Let C be a corpus and ci
the i-th token in the corpus. N = |C| = the number
of tokens in the corpus C. f(w) = |{i : ci = w}| =
the absolute word frequency, i.e. number of in-
stances of the word type w in the corpus C. Sim-
ilarly, f(x, y) is the absolute frequency of the word
bigram xy. Pre(w) = {x : ∃i (ci = w) ∧ (ci−1 =
x)} is the set of word types that occur at least once
in a position preceding an instance of w. Analo-
gously, Next(w) denotes the set of word types fol-
lowing w in the corpus. Context(w) = {x, y :
∃i (ci−1 = x) ∧ (ci = w) ∧ (ci+1 = y)} denotes
the set of contexts surrounding w, and Subst(w) =
{y : Context(y) ∩ Context(w) 
= ∅} is the set of
words that share a context with w.
1. word length – the number of characters in w
2http://universaldependencies.org/
3Software at github.com/ufal/deltacorpus.
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2. log frequency – logarithm of the relative fre-
quency of w in C
log
f(w)
N
3. is number – binary value based on the Unicode
character property digit
4. is punctuation – binary value based on the Uni-
code character property punctuation
5. relative frequency after number
log
|i : ci = w ∧ is number(ci−1)|
f(w)
6. relative frequency after punctuation
log
|i : ci = w ∧ is punctuation(ci−1)
f(w)
7. how many different words appear before w:
|Pre(w)|
8. how many different words appear after w:
|Next(w)|
9. how many different words in C share a context
with w: |Subst(w)|
10. preceding word entropy
PN =
∑
y∈Pre(w)
f(y)
∑
y∈Pre(w)
−f(y)
PN
log
f(y)
PN
11. following word entropy
NN =
∑
y∈Next(w)
f(y)
∑
y∈Next(w)
−f(y)
NN
log
f(y)
NN
12. substituting word entropy
SN =
∑
y∈Subst(w)
f(y)
∑
y∈Subst(w)
−f(y)
SN
log
f(y)
SN
13. weighted sum of pointwise mutual information
(PMI) of w with the preceding word – collect
all words y in C that precede w, then calcu-
late their PMI values with w and sum PMIs
weighted by the joint probability of the pair
∑
y∈Pre(w) f(w, y)× log N×f(w,y)f(w)×f(y)
N
14. weighted sum of PMI of w with the following
word – fully analogous to the previous feature
15. pointwise mutual information between w and
the most frequent preceding word
MaxP = argmax
y∈Pre(w)
f(y)
log
N × f(w,MaxP )
f(w)× f(MaxP )
16. pointwise mutual information between w and
the most frequent following word – fully analo-
gous to the previous feature
17. entropy of sufﬁxes following the root of
w – First we collect counts of sufﬁxes
count(suffix) in C whose length range from
1 to 4 and counts of corresponding roots (words
without sufﬁxes) count(root) in C. For each
word, we ﬁnd the border between root and suf-
ﬁx by maximization of the product f(root) ×
f(suffix). Then, we compute conditional en-
tropy over all sufﬁxes given the root.4
3 Delexicalized Parsing
The idea of delexicalized parsing is that a given se-
quence of parts of speech has often the same pre-
ferred dependency structure regardless of language.
To illustrate this, consider the bilingual example in
Figure 1. The mapping between the words in the
two sentences is not 1-1. However, the words they
have in common have identical part-of-speech tags
and the dependency relations are also shared.
The POS tags are the key here. We can remove
the words from the training data and show only the
4The underlying intution is that some POSs tend to partici-
pate in derivation and inﬂection more often than others. Obvi-
ously, our root/sufﬁx segmentation is only an approximation.
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She has never been to Seoul
PRON AUX ADV VERB ADP PROPN
Nikdy nebyla v Soulu
nsubj
aux
advmod
nmod
case
advmod
nmod
case
Figure 1: English and Czech sentence with equivalent
meaning and shared dependencies.
POS tags to the parser when training the parsing
model. Such model will be less accurate because it
will lack important lexical information such as verb
valency. However, at the same time it will be ap-
plicable to multiple languages. Obviously, the more
closely related the languages are to the source (train-
ing) language, the better.
While a common tagset is a prerequisite to
delexicalized tagging, for parsing we assume a com-
mon dependency style, i.e. the set of relation types
and guidelines for their attachment.5 Fortunately,
Universal Dependencies deﬁne a harmonized anno-
tation style for all languages and we do not have to
consider annotation differences, unlike (McDonald
et al., 2011) and other previous work.
4 Data and Experimental Setup
In order to increase comparability of our results to
(Yu et al., 2016), we use the same W2C corpus (Ma-
jlisˇ and Zˇabokrtsky´, 2012) to extract feature vectors
(we use at most the ﬁrst 20 million tokens from the
WEB section in each language).
Unlike (Yu et al., 2016), we take the POS-tagged
data for SVM training and evaluation from the Uni-
versal Dependencies collection (Nivre et al., 2016).
UD is also used to train and evaluate delexicalized
parsers. We work with the following 29 UD lan-
guages:6 Basque (eu), Bulgarian (bg), Croatian (hr),
Czech (cs), Danish (da), Dutch (nl), English (en),
5The common style is only required for evaluation of the
results using some labeled data. When the technique is applied
to a truly unknown language, the target annotation style will be
naturally inherited from the source language.
6We use the UD release 1.2 and exclude languages that are
not represented in W2C and also Arabic (because of vowel dia-
critics and tokenization in UD not matching W2C) and Japanese
Estonian (et), Finnish (ﬁ), French (fr), German (de),
Greek (el), Hebrew (he), Hindi (hi), Hungarian (hu),
Indonesian (id), Irish (ga), Italian (it), Latin (la),
Norwegian (no), Persian (fa), Polish (pl), Portuguese
(pt), Romanian (ro), Slovenian (sl), Spanish (es),
Swedish (sv), Tamil (ta). For experiments that do
not involve delexicalized tagging we also report re-
sults on Ancient Greek (grc), Arabic (ar), Gothic
(got) and Old Church Slavonic (cu).7
The ﬁrst 30,000 tokens of the training data of
each language were used to train the SVM classi-
ﬁer for delexicalized tagging. Each token was con-
sidered one training instance (i.e., n occurrences of
a word w result in n identical instances). In ad-
dition we trained several mixed models based on
multiple source languages (N × 30, 000 tokens).
(Yu et al., 2016) observe that it is really signiﬁ-
cant how much similar the source and the target
languages are. Hence we trained specialized mod-
els for several groups of Indo-European languages
(Germanic – ger, Romance – rom, and Slavic – sla),
one model of agglutinating languages (agl: Hungar-
ian, Finnish, Estonian, Basque), one general model
for Indo-European languages (ine) and one model
based on all languages. We always excluded the tar-
get language from the source mix. While the ﬁrst
three groups are motivated by genetic relatedness,
the agl group is based on surface properties because
we have few related languages in the collection.
In the case of delexicalized parsing, we compare
several scenarios, depending on what is the source
of the part-of-speech tags used in parsing models:
gold-standard, predicted by a supervised tagger and
predicted by a delexicalized tagger. To speed up ex-
perimentation, the parser is trained only on the ﬁrst
5,000 sentences of the training section of the given
language. In the case of multi-source transfer, all
the source languages are merged ﬁrst (interlaced,
so that all languages can participate), then the ﬁrst
5,000 sentences are taken. We use the Malt Parser
(Nivre and Hall, 2005) with the stacklazy algo-
rithm; it is reasonably fast to train and it allows for
non-projective dependencies.
(because of its non-trivial word segmentation).
7There are languages with more than one treebank and we
use numeric indices to distinguish the extra treebanks in our
results: ﬁ1 for the FinnTreeBank, la1 and grc1 for the PROIEL
treebanks, and la2 for the Index Thomisticus Treebank.
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source
target base self all ine ger rom sla agl c7
bg 37 87 57 58 61 56 67 45 50
cs 42 82 60 59 52 46 63 45 54
da 30 83 63 67 70 58 48 42 55
de 30 83 58 60 63 58 46 39 51
el 36 88 62 62 51 54 51 40 55
en 30 81 56 58 62 54 49 48 52
es 31 89 69 72 72 79 56 40 61
et 49 73 51 48 47 37 47 51 45
eu 42 78 52 45 41 40 42 46 44
fa 48 89 47 39 34 27 47 42 42
ﬁ 41 74 49 49 46 42 49 49 43
ﬁ1 35 73 46 47 40 36 42 48 41
fr 33 89 73 73 63 78 52 41 65
ga 38 84 58 56 57 51 49 45 57
he 38 81 42 37 34 29 39 34 38
hi 30 85 51 45 50 43 46 35 48
hr 41 84 56 60 51 41 65 49 52
hu 37 79 51 49 55 51 43 37 46
id 42 82 50 47 42 41 47 42 44
it 34 86 58 51 56 74 53 38 55
la 30 74 49 39 34 26 40 43 43
la1 20 79 35 28 23 17 33 22 29
la2 37 89 50 47 44 39 52 53 50
nl 28 83 62 61 65 60 44 44 61
no 29 87 66 65 70 56 48 44 49
pl 45 80 60 59 48 47 64 46 53
pt 36 89 67 67 62 75 60 40 51
ro 36 75 58 56 47 55 50 39 51
sl 36 78 62 60 52 45 62 45 53
sv 30 80 65 68 71 53 53 46 59
ta 42 69 37 33 30 25 35 36 32
Table 1: POS tagging accuracy using the SVM classi-
ﬁer, measured on UD 1.2 development data. The “base”
column shows baseline results. The “self” column con-
tains results of a classiﬁer trained on the target language.
In the remaining columns the target language was al-
ways excluded from the source language set. Various
combinations of source languages were tested: all, Indo-
European, Germanic, Romance, Slavic, a mix of agglu-
tinating languages, and the “c7” combination from (Yu
et al., 2016) (but UD 1.2 does not contain Catalan and
Turkish, so our mix contains a maximum of 5 languages,
minus the source: bg, de, el, hi, hu).
5 Evaluation
Table 1 summarizes the results of delexicalized tag-
ging on UD 1.2 development data. The “base”
column presents results of a baseline tagger that
tags everything except punctuation and numbers as
NOUN. The general tendency is that Romance and
Germanic languages, with their higher proportion of
function words, have lower baseline accuracy than
Slavic and Uralic languages. At the same time, lan-
guages with low baseline score often (but not al-
ways) witness high accuracy of the SVM tagger. For
high-baseline languages the classiﬁer brings only
moderate improvement, and in two cases (Persian
and Tamil) it does not beat the baseline at all.
The “self” column gives results of a classiﬁer
trained on the target language (but training data is
still different from test data). It can be understood as
an estimate of the upper bound of achievable results.
The rest of the table shows classiﬁers trained
on various combinations of source languages. The
grouping is done the same way as for tagging, al-
though there are other options, e.g. the KLcpos3
metric proposed by (Rosa and Zˇabokrtsky´, 2015).
We have conﬁrmed the hypothesis that if there are
multiple closely related source languages available,
the more distant languages are better left out. All
Slavic, Germanic and Romance languages (except
Romanian) achieve the best scores with classiﬁers
trained on their respective groups (the target lan-
guage always excluded from training). This can
be explained by different distribution of parts of
speech: Slavic languages do not have articles, hence
the ‘DET‘ tag is much less frequent than in Ger-
manic and Romance languages. The replacement
of case morphology by prepositions is even more
pervasive in Romance than in Germanic languages.
And so on.
For the other target languages, training on all
available source languages seems to be the best
recipe in most cases. For example Hindi, an Indo-
European language, is not so close to its relatives
(at least w.r.t. the features that we measure) that
we could base the classiﬁer solely on Indo-European
languages from our collection. However, using the
labeled Hindi data to tag Urdu, Punjabi or Gujarati
is likely to be more successful.
Table 2 summarizes the unlabeled attachment
score (UAS) of delexicalized parsing based on POS
tags predicted by the supervised tagger from UD-
Pipe (Straka et al., 2016). There are three excep-
tions: the columns “gold”, “lex” and “l20” use lex-
icalized parsing models. In addition, “gold” uses
gold-standard POS tags.
For some languages the difference between us-
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self source
target gold lex delex l20 single best multi best
ar 80 80 70 58 he:50 got:49 pl:48 sla:45 rom:45
bg 84 88 84 51 sl:73 cs:72 hr:70 sla:76 ine:71
cs 81 80 73 55 hr:62 bg:60 sl:60 sla:61 ine:60
cu 87 83 77 60 got:73 grc1:69 la1:57 ger:68 ine:67
da 84 78 72 54 no:63 bg:61 sv:59 ger:66 ine:66
de 81 75 67 51 sv:54 sl:53 bg:53 sla:59 ger:57
el 80 80 73 60 hr:59 sl:59 ro:51 sla:63 ine:62
en 84 81 71 56 sv:55 de:54 fr:52 all:58 ger:58
es 76 81 72 59 it:68 fr:65 ro:54 rom:70 ine:69
et 88 82 78 53 ﬁ:65 hu:64 pl:63 agl:75 all:64
eu 78 73 66 53 hu:45 hi:41 et:39 sla:44 ine:43
fa 83 80 68 55 grc1:47 he:46 sl:45 sla:49 all:44
ﬁ 78 74 65 42 da:49 ﬁ1:47 et:45 all:52 agl:51
ﬁ1 73 69 65 45 ﬁ:54 la:49 et:44 all:48 ine:47
fr 81 80 73 59 es:66 it:65 bg:57 rom:67 all:65
ga 78 73 70 58 he:57 id:53 ro:51 all:57 rom:56
got 82 77 73 58 cu:67 grc1:66 la1:54 sla:66 all:62
grc 72 68 59 45 grc1:50 got:49 la:47 all:47 ine:47
grc1 74 72 67 33 got:62 grc:52 la1:49 sla:57 ine:56
he 84 81 76 59 id:55 es:54 ro:51 rom:57 all:57
hi 91 89 82 60 ta:55 hu:53 et:43 agl:56 all:47
hr 83 77 72 51 sl:57 cs:55 bg:54 sla:61 ine:60
hu 79 74 70 62 sv:54 bg:53 et:47 sla:54 all:53
id 82 79 70 58 hr:57 he:54 bg:48 sla:57 rom:53
it 87 86 79 64 es:74 fr:72 ro:59 rom:76 all:73
la 62 55 47 31 grc1:54 cu:52 la1:51 all:53 sla:52
la1 72 69 58 43 grc1:56 got:56 cu:54 sla:50 all:49
la2 72 71 65 38 la:44 pl:44 hr:44 sla:47 ine:47
nl 73 71 68 53 de:52 pt:52 el:52 ine:54 all:53
no 87 84 72 42 sv:61 hr:61 bg:60 ine:66 ger:66
pl 87 83 78 62 sl:69 hr:67 bg:63 sla:73 all:69
pt 78 84 76 67 it:69 es:69 fr:66 all:68 rom:68
ro 76 66 62 53 it:59 id:58 es:56 rom:62 ine:61
sl 88 83 79 56 cs:70 hr:65 bg:62 sla:75 ine:69
sv 86 81 73 49 no:64 da:63 en:62 ger:69 ine:65
ta 80 66 63 50 hi:46 hu:44 eu:40 agl:50 all:48
Table 2: Unlabeled attachment score of delexicalized parsers on the UD 1.2 test data. Gold-standard tags were used
in the “gold” column, and tags predicted by UDPipe everywhere else. The “gold”, “lex” and “l20” columns are
lexicalized. Parsers in “l20” are trained on 20 labeled sentences; highlighted ﬁgures indicate languages where the
delexicalized parser did worse than “l20”.
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ing gold and predicted tags is not large (surprisingly,
in three cases the predicted tags even outperform the
gold standard). However, the UDPipe tagger was
trained only on UD data and thus we observe a much
larger drop in Romanian and Tamil—two tiny tree-
banks, too small to train a good tagger.
The “self/delex” column illustrates how much
we lose by removing the lexical values of the
words. Finally, we present scores of the three best-
performing source languages, and two source lan-
guage combinations. Again, genetically related lan-
guages tend to stick together and the scores could be
used as an interesting language-typological metric,
even if the correllation is less pronounced than with
tagging. Sometimes the type of text plays a more
important role. E.g. the treebanks from the PROIEL
project (cu, got, grc1 and la1) work well together
despite being from different language groups. They
contain similar texts (Bible) and their annotation is
harmonized to a greater extent than the rest of UD.
It is not surprising that the best possible source
is usually a mix of languages (note that this cannot
be attributed to larger training data, which is always
limited to 5,000 sentences). Some of the UAS val-
ues look promising and certainly outperform unsu-
pervised parsing. Yet there are two important factors
that hold back excessive optimism. First, the results
in Table 2 are based on a supervised tagger. Replac-
ing it by the delexicalized tagger does not work for
us. We do not show the scores in the table but they
are generally under 20% and effectively useless. The
number of tagging errors may not seem so disas-
trous, but their distribution is too random for the
downstream parsing model to build upon the tags.
Delexicalized tagging is reasonably good at distin-
guishing function words from content words but it
often fails to tell apart nouns and verbs—a distinc-
tion that affects the entire structure of a dependency
tree, whose root node is usually a verb.
The second factor lies in the “l20” column,
which shows scores of a lexicalized parser trained on
just 20 manually annotated sentences. (Zeman and
Resnik, 2008) were able to show that their delexical-
ized transfer in their setup (with quite different data
and parser from ours) was worth 1,546 manually an-
notated sentences. However, the learning curve of
Malt Parser on UD data is much steeper in the be-
ginning, making it harder for semi-supervised ap-
proaches to compete. Our results are rarely equiva-
lent to more than 200 sentences of lexicalized data.
In nine cases (highlighted red in the table) the delex-
icalized parser does not even outperform the “l20”
result. This is certainly not good news for the delex-
icalized techniques, but there is a positive message,
too: whenever some knowledge of the target lan-
guage is available, use it. If a native speaker is avail-
able, ask him for help—even if he does not know
anything about linguistics! The data you obtain may
look ridiculously small, but they will probably get
you further than expected.
6 Conclusion
We have investigated two techniques of cross-
linguistic model transfer, known as delexicalized
tagging and parsing. We evaluated them thoroughly
on a common dataset, Universal Dependencies v1.2.
We have conﬁrmed that models are more eas-
ily transferred between phylogenetically related
languages—a hypothesis that is very natural, yet it
could not be conﬁrmed in the previous work, work-
ing with treebanks whose annotation style was not
harmonized across languages (a famous ﬁnding of
(McDonald et al., 2011) was that Danish was in fact
the worst possible source language for Swedish).
We have also exposed the limits of the two meth-
ods. Each technique in isolation looks moderately
promising, especially if only the intrinsic scores are
considered. However, they fail terribly when used
in combination. Since the learning curve of mod-
ern dependency parsers is quite steep, we argue that
it is more advantageous to ask a native speaker to
annotate just a small dataset, rather than trying to
transfer models from other languages. We agree
with (Yu et al., 2016) that such an approach does
not scale well to tens or hundreds of languages, and
a native speaker may not always be available, but
it is a path that should not be ignored. Alternatively,
one may want to employ Wiktionary crawling-based
techniques such as (Sylak-Glassman et al., 2016) to
acquire lexical knowledge about new languages.
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